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                                    USC has 3 Goldwater scholars in 2024

                                    Three University of South Carolina students were awarded prestigious Goldwater scholarships
                                       Friday. They are: Caroline Rucker, a junior biomedical engineering major from Powhatan,
                                       Virginia; Jeremiah Tobin, a junior biomedical engineering major from Greenville; and
                                       Katelyn Wyandt, a junior computer science major from Summerville, South Carolina.
                                       All three are Honors College students studying in the College of Engineering and Computing.
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                                    USC youth summer camps 2024

                                    With only a few short months until summer, it’s time for parents to find summer activities
                                       for their children. USC offers a wide variety of summer camps for all ages and all
                                       interests from music to soccer, dance and engineering.
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                                    Record-breaking Give 4 Garnet year

                                    Alumni, students and supporters united to make a difference during Give 4 Garnet for
                                       1 day, 8 hours, and 01 minute. Thanks to the generosity of the USC community, Give
                                       4 Garnet broke records reporting a preliminary $1.5 Million raised.
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                                    Carolina Cares Fund offers vital support to students

                                    The Carolina Cares Fund helps students with immediate needs like housing and food
                                       insecurity and empowers students to achieve their educational goals.
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                                    Researcher hopes to improve access to emerging therapies for autism

                                    Prevalence of autism among children is rising, but access to new, evidence-based interventions
                                       is often spotty at best, an obstacle that one University of South Carolina clinician
                                       hopes to improve through her research.
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                                    Aspiring teacher embraces history's role in guiding future generations

                                    Gracie Vess’ eyes light up at the mere mention of history. But the South Carolina
                                       Honors College senior and McNair scholarship recipient doesn’t dream of chronicling
                                       the past. Instead, she hopes to shape the future by becoming a high school history
                                       teacher. “I want every student to realize their significance in shaping history,"
                                       says Vess. “I want to teach my students that history is crafted by the collective
                                       actions of many people, which is why being an active citizen is so important.”
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                           In the News

                           “Why are Americans fighting over no-fault divorce? Maybe they can’t agree what marriage is for” 

(feat. Marcia Zug, law)
The Conversation

“‘Huge swaths’ of SC wetlands now vulnerable due to weakened federal protections” 

(feat. Josh Eagle, law)
The Post and Courier

“‘Data drives decisions’: USC research office speaks on Alzheimer’s disease registry report”

WISTV

“Academic Success Tip: Guiding Students Through Meaningful Feedback” 

(feat. the Center for Teaching Excellence)
Inside Higher Ed

View More In the News
                           
                            

                           
                           

                        
                           	
                                    
                                       Alumni Spotlight 
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                                       Engineering alumnus Aaron LaBerge creates magic, connection at Disney 

                                       The early technological and social connections Aaron LaBerge made at USC as an electrical
                                          and computer engineering student helped drive a tech career that ultimately lead him
                                          to a sports Emmy and the C-suite at The Walt Disney Company. 

                                    

	
                                    
                                       Faculty Spotlight
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                                       USC professor wins governor's award for arts in education

                                       Minuette Floyd, a professor of art education in the University of South Carolina’s
                                          School of Visual Art and Design, won a governor’s award in the arts in education category.
                                          The award, announced by the South Carolina Arts Commission on behalf of the sitting
                                          governor, is the state’s highest award for exceptional achievement in practicing or
                                          supporting the arts.

                                    

	
                                    
                                       Student Spotlight
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                                       Mechanical engineering student wants to find practical solutions to real world problems

                                       Alex Alpert, a fourth-year mechanical engineering major, turned his childhood curiosity
                                          for how machines function into a passion for building machines to solve real world
                                          issues.

                                    

	
                                    
                                       Student Spotlight
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                                       Benjamin Bosmans-Verdonk balances basketball, law school

                                       Benjamin Bosmans-Verdonk is getting the best of both worlds balancing law school while
                                          playing Division I men's basketball.

                                    



                        

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        University Events
                        

                     MFA Thesis Exhibition: In Third Person
Ongoing through Friday, Apr. 12, 2024

Give, Take and Appreciate
Monday, Apr. 8, 2024

Impaired Driving: What does it feel like?
Monday, Apr. 8, 2024

Free STI Testing on Greene St
Monday, Apr. 8, 2024

Solar Eclipse Viewing
Monday, Apr. 8, 2024

Stargazing at the Melton Observatory
Monday, Apr. 8, 2024

Moving Into Happiness
Tuesday, Apr. 9, 2024

Self-Defense Workshop
Tuesday, Apr. 9, 2024

View the Calendar
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                        Remembering the Days

                        Take a stroll down more than 200 years of memory lane with Remembering the Days, a
                           USC podcast. 

                     
                     
                        Joining the conversation - Workplace discrimination saps everyone’s motivation − even
                              if it works in your favor

                        Sociology professor Brent Simpson studied 1,200 participants in a work setting to
                           determine efforts used per task. Simpson found that people put in less effort when
                           working for discriminatory managers, even if the bias was in their favor. 

                        Email Peggy Binette at peggy@mailbox.sc.edu if you are interested in sharing your work with a national audience.

                     
                     Social Media 

                     	@UofSC on Twitter
	UofSC on Facebook
	UofSC on Instagram
	UofSC on LinkedIn


                     
                        Share Your Ideas

                        Get involved in what's happening at USC. Submit your suggestions for stories, announcements and events.
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